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Signs of Stress
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Nature 2016;538:446-9



What They’re Saying

• Desperate pursuit of grants

• Long hours, but no time for science

• Extreme competition … to cut corners

• Dependence on senior scientists

• Administrative overload ... No help
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Nature 2016;538:446-9



Media
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“The average age at which the lucky few 

actually get a grant has steadily increased — it 

is now 42, up from 35 in 1980, which means 

biomedical scientists in academia are 

essentially apprentices until middle age. 

And the tendency is for the grants to go to 

scientists who already have them, making it 

harder and harder to break into the system.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/14/upshot/so-many-research-scientists-so-few-openings-as-professors.html?_r=0

https://elifesciences.org/content/4/e09305
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/14/upshot/so-many-research-scientists-so-few-openings-as-professors.html?_r=0


Is This True (Part 1)?
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OER SARB

Much easier to get a grant 

renewed than to get it 

funded in the first place



Is This True (Part 2)?
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OER SARB

“What caused the drop in 

number of young scientists?  

Older grantees are getting 

money at the expense of 

younger grantees … Study 

sections are biased against 

those whose ages are ...”

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1609996114

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1609996114


Are There Root Causes?
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“We identified two core problems:

• Too many researchers vying for too few dollars.

• Too many postdocs competing for too few positions.

Most other issues can be viewed as symptoms.”



“Too Many Researchers…”
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Thanks to OER DPEA and SARB
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What’s Happening? Scientists and Everyone Else
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www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1611748114

“The scientific workforce has aged 

rapidly in recent years relative to 

the workforce as a whole…

Decline in retirement ... ”

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1611748114


Who is Most Affected by Hypercompetition?
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“In the United States, for example, funding success 

rates for all age brackets are less than half what 

they were in 1980, so researchers have to spend more 

time seeking funds.  That burden falls most heavily on 

new faculty members … makes them conservative 

rather than ambitious.”

Nature 2016;538:427



Why We Care
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“New investigators are the innovators of the future -

they pioneer new areas of investigation. Entry of 

new investigators into the ranks of independent, 

NIH-funded researchers is essential to the health of 

our country's biomedical research enterprise.”

Sally Rockey, PhD

http://grants.nih.gov/policy/new_investigators/history.htm

http://grants.nih.gov/policy/new_investigators/history.htm


Distribution of Dollars to Awardees …
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Alberts B et al.  PNAS.  2014;111:5773-7 

“Agencies should be sensitive to the total numbers of dollars 

granted to individual laboratories…—although different research 

activities have different costs—at some point, returns per dollar 

diminish.”



Skewed Funding Distribution
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10% of Scientists Receive 40% of the Money

OER SARB



A Worsening Problem?
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“We find that funding inequality has been rising since 1985, with a 

small segment of investigators and institutes getting an increasing 

proportion of funds, and that investigators who start in the top 

funding ranks tend to stay there … favors a minority of elite, highly 

funded researchers and institutes … likely to further reduce 

diversity in the research community.”

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:33373356

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:33373356


The Data…
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http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:33373356

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:33373356


Diminishing Marginal Returns in Research
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“The main determinant of scientific production is not so much the money invested 

but rather the number of researchers at work, and that by funding a greater 

number of researchers, we increase the overall research productivity. 

Furthermore, there is a certain degree of serendipity associated with scientific 

discoveries and funding the work of as many researchers as possible increases 

the likelihood that some of them make major discoveries.”



More People in Research
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“Research sponsors should monitor 

… Limiting the amount of funding 

awarded to any individual scientist 

would enable more people to be 

actively engaged in research … 

Might enhance productivity overall ...”



Grant Cap? Critical Reception
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“A strident debate has erupted among biomedical 

researchers over a proposed NIH policy that would shift 

money from richer to poorer labs … Critics, many of them 

well-funded investigators or leaders at powerhouse 

research institutions, have questioned NIH’s study and its 

use of the RCR ... They have also argued that it’s unwise 

to make such a dramatic, rigid policy move ...”



Congressional Input
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What the Law Calls For
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“The Director of the National Institutes of Health shall … 

develop, modify, or prioritize policies, as needed … to 

promote opportunities for new researchers and earlier 

research independence, such as policies to increase 

opportunities for new researchers to receive funding, 

enhance training and mentorship programs for researchers, 

and enhance workforce diversity.”



Next Generation Researchers Initiative
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Turn These Curves



Next Generation Researchers Initiative
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Increase EEI Awardees by ~200

Increase ESI Awardees by ~200



Will We be Funding Worse Science?
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R. Sinatra et al., Science 354, aaf5239 (2016).

DOI: 10.1126/science.aaf5239



When Does the Highest Impact Happen?  It’s Random!
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R. Sinatra et al., Science 354, aaf5239 (2016).

DOI: 10.1126/science.aaf5239

Clauset et al., Science 355, 477–480 (2017)

“We find that the highest-

impact work in a scientist’s 

career is randomly 

distributed … The highest-

impact work … could be the 

first publication, could 

appear mid-career, or could 

be a last publication.”



NGRI Considerations

• Where will the money come from?

– IC Priorities

– Budget increase

• Monitoring

– Workforce size and diversity

– Scientific excellence and outcome
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Looking Forward to Open Dialogue … 
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https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/06/16/nih-next-generation-researchers-initiative/

https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/06/16/nih-next-generation-researchers-initiative/

